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Abstract: The thesis deals with Bell inequalities and a partial order called
star order. These two structures are investigated by means of the theory of
operator algebras.

The study of Bell inequalities is focused on the CHSH version of Bell
inequality and its quantum version called Cirel’son inequality. The Cirel’son
inequality is generalized to real and complex linear spaces with a pseudo
inner product. The results obtained on this abstract level are applied to
the study of maximal violation of the (CHSH version of) Bell inequality
formulated in the mathematical framework of *-algebras. It is shown that
elements maximally violated the Bell inequality are closely related to Pauli
spin matrices. These results are also generalized to the nonassociative case
of Jordan algebras.

The next field of our interest is the star order. This partial order is
considered on certain *-algebras. As a consequence of our analysis of the
star order on partial isometries, we obtain a new characterization of infinite
C*-algebras. Then we investigate the infimum and supremum problem for
the star order on *-algebras C(X) of all continuous complex-valued functions
on a Hausdorff topological space X. It is proved that every upper bounded
(with respect to the star order) subset of C(X) has the supremum and the
infimum whenever X is locally connected or extremely disconnected. As
a consequence, we obtain, for example, existence of the infimum and the
supremum of an arbitrary upper bounded subset of an abelian von Neumann
algebra.

Finally, we study the problem of continuous (not necessarily linear) maps
preserving the star order. The structure of certain continuous bijections be-
tween normal parts of von Neumann algebras preserving the star order is
described. The various modifications of this result as well as their conse-
quences are discussed.
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